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Part A

1. A recursive function will be most appropriate for finding

A. sum of two numbers
B. factorial of a number
C. mean of a set of numbers
D. median of a set of numbers

2. Go through the pseudocode below and choose the output of the code

codon:'UAA'
if ( (codon::'UAGt) AI{D (codon::rUGA' ) AI{D (codon::rUAA' ) ) {

print "okay"
l

elseif ( (codon=:rUAGi ) OR (codon::rUGA' ) OR(codon==rUAA') ) {
print "Not okay"
]

where r==r means \ requals tot

A. "okay"
B. "Not okay'"
C. there will be no output of this program
D. both "okay" and "Not okay" will be printed together

3. If a gene has five exons, and that gene undergoes eanonical splicing mechanism that
results in different isoforms such that the first and the last exons are present in all

- isoforms. How many isoforms are possible ?

A.3
8.4
c.s
D.8

:

4. Of the following symbol/name combinations of elements, which one is INCORRECT?

A. C/carbon

B. Blbarium
C. F/fluorine
D. N/nitrogen
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5. The neutral atoms of all of the isotopes of the same element have

A. different numbers of protons

B. equal numbers of neutroris

C. the same number of elecffons

D. the same mass numbers

6. The Heisenberg Principle states that

A. it is impossible to deterniine aecurately both the positiori and rnonierituin of rin '

electron simultaneously.
B. no two electrons in the same atom can have the same set of four qu-anfum numbers.
c. two atoms of the same element must have the same number of protons.
D. electrons of atoms in their ground states enter energetically equivalent sets of orbitals

singly before they pair up in any orbital of the set.

7. The valence electrons of representative elements are

A. in s orbitals only
B. located closest to the nucleus

C. located in d orbitals
D. located in the outermost occupied major energy level

8. What is the smallest unit of the information?

.A. Abir
B. A byte
C. A block
D. Aband

g. Which of the following natural elements is primarily used in designing of computer
chips? :

A. Silicon
B. Carbon

C. Iron

D. Uranium
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10. Let two fair dice are thrown at a time. What is the probability of getting two .6,s
simultaneously?

A. r/2
B. U6

c. rlr2
D. r/36

11. If the mean of first n naaral numbers is3nl5,then the value of z is

A.3
B.4
c.5
D.6

12. The probability of a red marble selected at random from ajar containingp red marbles, 4
blue marbles and r green marbles is equal to
A.pp+q+r

B. CI

p+q+r

c.p
p+q

D.p
. o*'

13. For a probability densiE/ funetion f(X) of a eontinuous random variable X,.wtrat is the
value of l:f(D ?

A.0
B. l
C. Uridefined
D. Insuffrcient data

l4-LetE be the expectation of a random variable X, what is the variance of X denoted by?

A. (E(X))'
B. Eoc)-(E(x)F
c. EQc)
D. 2E(x)
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15. kt a group of 60 members, every member posts a greeting card to every other member of
the group. In total how many greeting cards are posted by all ?

A. 1800

B. 3600

c. 3540
D. 1980

16. For a standard normal distribution, the value of median is

A.@
B. I
c.0
D. not defined

17. The probability of Type 2 error is referred to as

A. l-o
8.9
C.o
D. l-p

18. Which of the following tests is used to perform ANOVA (Analysis of variance)?

A. t test
'B. ztest
C. F test

D. f tnst

19. If P(X) : 0.5 and X: 5, then the expectation value E(X) is

A. 2.6

B. 2.8

c. 2.2

D. 2.5
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20' In a typical force-field the energy associated with a covalent bond E(Ab) is computed using
function of Ab, where Ab: (b;b.); b and bo i.r€ respectively the caliulated and

standard bond lengths between two atoms

A. a Quadratic
B. a circular trigonometric
C. an exponential

D. a logarithmic

2l.In a box plot representation of a certain data distribution with no outliers, the lower and
upper whiskers represent the _ values respectively

A. first and the second quartile values
B. first and the third quartile values
C. extreme low and extreme high values
D. third quartile and the median values

22.If the minimum of a function y - f (x), is -l then the function is

A. (x3 + x)
B. (x2 - 2x)
C. (xz + 2x)
D. (-2x)

23. The mean of the means of randomly drawn samples of the same size from a normally
distributed population is equal to

A. the population mean divided by the sample size
B. the population mean multiplied by the sample size
C. the population viiriaqice itself
D. the population mean itself

24.Whatis the binomial probability for an outcome with two successes (-If') when a coin is
tossed three times? Slint: use the binomial probability mass function)

A. 0.630
B. 0.131
c. 0.375
D. 0,s00
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25. The mean of a population (p) with known variance {o2)is estimated within a given
confidence interval (C.I) using _

A. r t 1z*o/6)
B. f alone
C.i*z
D.tt(ol6) ,

(where, i : asample mean, z: confidence coefficient at a given c.r.,n: sample size
and o: population standard deviation)

26. z -score corresponding to a random variable X in anormally distributed population is
calculated using _

A. z(x) = f-
B. z(x) = ry
C. z(x) = +
D. z(X): ry
(here, p and o are the population mean and standard deviation respectively)

27. Nobel prize for "the development of a method for genome editing" was won by
Emmanuelle Chapentier and Jennifer A. Doudna in

A. Medicine 2020
' B. Chemistry 2020

C. Chemistry 2019

D. Medicine 2019

28. Which method isN0?used forbiological sequence alignment?

A. Dot matrix
B. Parsimonious method

C. Dynamic Programming
D. Heuristic Approach
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29. What is the output of the following pseudocode?

Integeri
Seti = 5
do
Pri.ntl + I
i=i- 1
while(inot equals O)
end

A. 555
B. 543
c. 654
D. 444

30. Semi-independent folding unit of a protein is called

A.. Motif
B. Catalytic site

C. Domain

D. Module

31. 25yo of 25Yo of a quantity isxYo of the quantity, where x is

A. 5V/o

B. l2.5Yo
'C. 6.25Yo

D. 50%

32. Aman starts shopping with X rupees and Y paise, spends Rs. 3.50 and is left with 2Y
rupees and2X paise. What is the amount he started with?

A. Rs.23.42
B. Rs.28.64
C. Rs.48.24
D. Rs.32.14
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33. The bar-chart below shows the number of matches won by four teams A, B, C, D. Which
team won the largest proportion of matches it played.

100 200 300 400

A

B

D

T
lI

- : Won , Lost

Number of matches

A.A
B.B
C.C
D.D

34. Adisease that is present in a community for long time with a constant frequency is
referred to as

,d. Epidemic
B. Endemic
C. Pandemic

. D. Outbreak

35. If a protein encoding sequence (excluding the last codon) has equal frequency of all
amino acid encoding codons, the frequency of each codon will be

A. t/61
B. U3

e. Vzo
D. vtz
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Part B

36. 'Statistical ensemble' is a

A. collection of particles

B. collection of molecules
C. collection of groups
D. collection of systems

37. Total kinetic energy of a 3-dimensional harmonic oscillator is

A. k#+kf +k,/

B. kr*z + k"y2 + k"iz

c. 7r, *7y, *7r,
p. \iz +^ i2 +^ Zz2 2. 2-

(where, &i isthe spring constant andxy,z are displaeements along the three directions, zn
is mass)

38. 

- 

interactions are due to the attraction between temporary dipoles and their induced
temporary dipoles

. A. Metallic bond
B. London dispersion
C. Hydrogan bond
D. Ionic bond

39' Which of the following primarily drives a protein to adopt its native 3-dimensional
structure?

A. Peptide bonds
B. Amino acid sequence

C. Interaetion with other polypeptides

D. Interaction with molecular chaperons
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40. Which of the following techniques is used for determining protein structures?

A. X-raycrystallography
B. Kryptonics X-ray vision
C. Magnetic resonance imaging (I\rffiJ)

D. Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM)

41. Which one of these is a multiple sequence alignment tool?

A. BLAST
B. PYMOL
C. T-COFFEE

D. MODELLER

42. The pairwise alignment of whole sequences is referred to as

A. Loeal aligriment
B. Global alignment
C. Heuristic alignment
D. Progressive alignment

43. Which statement is CORRECT based on the phylogenetic tree given below?

I
I
IEi
I

ri
I
I

A. Only X is monophyletic

B. Only Y is monophyletic

C. X and Y are paraphyletic

D. X and Y are monophyletic

x
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44. Members of a multigene family show

A. one or more conserved domains

B. exactly same length and identical sequence

C. identical coding sequence

D. same nucleotide composition

45. Choose the CORRECIstatement.

46.

A. The clustering coefficient of node A is greater than node C

B. The degree of node B is greater than node C

C. The shortest path between node A and node C is 4

D. The betweenness of node B is greater than node A

Given the phylogenetic tree shown below, which statement is INCORRECTabout the

relationship among genes from maize and rice?

geneA
{rice)

qene B gene C gene D gene E
{nraize) (maize) {rice) I (maize)

A. genes B and C are paralogs

B. genes A and E are orthologs
C. gene A. is co-orthologs of genes B and C

D. genes B and C are likely to have originated after duplication

12
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47. Comparison of genomes of individuals of a species generally shows groups of linked loci
which are inherited together. Such combination of alleles from multiple loci from same

homologous region of any chromosome is called

A. genotype

B. haplotype 
tC. linkage map

D. gamete

48. Which of the following features DOES NOTdistinguish nuclear and organelle genomes ,

of human?

A. Watson*crick base pairing

B. genetic code

C. long interspersed repeats

D. functional categories of the genes present in the genome

49. Which statement is INCORRECIaboUI microarray?

A. It is a technique for genome-wide transcriptome profiling
B. Expression level oftranscripts is estimated from the intensity of the respective dyes

C. It is based on hybridization of probes with labelled cDNA
D. The probes are double stranded

50. Activity of which enzyme hasN0 effect on thi gene expression?

A.. DNA. polymerase

B. Histone acetylase

C. Histonemethyltransferase
D. DNAmethyltransferase

51. Uniprot is a primary database of

A. protein sequences and their functions
B. protist genomes

C. protein families and superfamilies

D. protein structures and interactions

13
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52. Which of the following biological observationsis likely to show Poisson distribution?

A. n-umber of errors during replieation of a piece of genomic DNA
B. height of human adults

C. GC composition of fragments of a genomc

D. weight of human adults 
t

53. The mass balance equation is given by Accumulation = Input - x * Generation, what is

x?

A. Consumption - Output

B. Consumption + Output

C. Output - Consunrption

D. None of the above

54. Consider a proeess with two inputs and one ou@ut. Let the input feed rates be 300

kg/sec and 700 kglsec and the output rate be 800 kglsec. What is the mass accumulated in

the chamber in 5 seconds?

A. E00 kg
B. 500 kg

C. l00o kg

D. 1500 kg

S] How will you model the following reaction scheme?

kL r-r k2

-FI 

- r--

A. dA/dt:kl-k?
B. dA/dt: kl*A-k2
c. dA/dt = kl-k2*A
D. dA/dt:(kl_k2)*A

14
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56. A transient parameter perturbation of a short duration in a circadian clock machinery
affects the following property of the oscillations

A. Amplitude
B. Period

C. Phase difference
D. Both A and B '

57. What is the output of the logic gate A (NAND) B when A: [0 I 0 l] and B: [t I 0 0] ?

A. 1100

B. 0100

c. 00n
D. 0001

58. The equilibrium constant for a reaction 2A+B ) 3C is given by

A. rGq: [3C] / ([2A]+[B])

B. K"q: [2A][B] / t3cl

c. K"q: [c]3 I ([A]r+[B])

D. K"q: [C]3 / (tAFtBl)

5?. h the non-competitive enzyme kinetics, the inhibitor activity affects

A. Km

B. Vmax

C.S
D. Km and Vma,x

15
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60. What is the alignment score for pair-wise alignment given below if the score for match :
2, mismatch : I, gap opening: 0 and gap extension: -l ?

ATGTGTAG

A_-TG-GG

A.6
8.7
c.8
D.9

61. The dihedral angles described by the peptidebackbone atoms Ci-r-Nr4rc-Gi and Ni€f-
Gi-Npr are

A. rrriand ryi

B. 0i and ryi*r

C. Si-r and ryi

D. 0i and ryi

62. Which of the following statements is INCORRECT?

A. Chou-Fasman method is used for prediction of secondary structures in proteins using
- their amino acid sequences

B. Arrtodock is a protein-ligand docking method

C. PSIPRED is a RNA secondary structure prediction tool
D. MODELLER is a Homology modelling method for proteins

63. Degree in a typical scale-free network follows a

A. Power law distribution
B. Poisson distribution
C. Gaussiandisuibution
D. Boltzmandistibution

16
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64. Microsatellites are the DNA sequences comprising of tandemly repeating motifs of the

size _bp

A. 20-50
B. 1-6

e. 100-200

D. 1000-2000

65. In Smith-Waterman algorithm for local alignments the alignment scores matrix can have

_ values

A.. both negative and positive

B. only negative

C. both positive and zero

D. both negative and zero

66. A Human Disease Network ([DI.D is characterized by _

A. Diseases as nodes and disease genes common between a pair of nodes as edges

B. Disease genes as nodes and diseases shared by a pair of nodes as edges

C, Diseascs as nodes and the shared clinisal symptoms between a pair of nodes as

edges

D. Disease genes as nodes and the shared disease-causing mutations between a pair of
nodes as edges

67. In a protein-protein interaction network, date hubs are the proteins

A. characterized by a well correlated expression values with their interacting partners

B. linking distinct functional modules within the network and hence are intermodular

C. whose deletions do not cause network disintegration

D. of non-essential genes

:

68. Which of the following scoring matrices is the most appropriate for aligning two
sequences that are the closest homologs?

A. BLOSUM4O

B. PAM25O

c. PAM120
D. BLOSUMgO

17
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59. Wltieh of tlie following RNA types harbors the highest riuniber of RNA rnodifications
per 100 base pairs?

A. rRNA
B. mRNA
C. IRNA.

D. piRNA

70. Which of the following statements is CORRECT?

A. Viral proteins fpically interactwith only tissue-specific human proteins
B. Viral proteins only interact with the human proteins that are having low centrality

values

C. Viral proteins typically interact with the human proteins with high centrality values
which are mostly universally expressed

D. Viral proteins only interact with the human proteins that are expressed during the
viral infection

18
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